BeeSafe is your personal bodyguard mobile app. Provided as a mobile application for
Android and iOS devices, BeeSafe is connected with platform for metropolitan police
enabling them to act and quickly provide help if needed. The metropolitan police are
provided with a security panel interface.
350 million recorded rape incidents happen worldwide every year. There is no
difference in Europe, for example, in Slovakia. Recently, a woman has been raped in a
park situated in mid-sized town Prievidza. Rape is only one part of the violence. A 23year-old boy has been beaten to death in small village Vrbové near the town.
We could prevent these types of incidents. We believe that using modern technology for
safety purposes makes perfect sense, especially when usage is as simple as using
BeeSafe app.

How much does our safety cost? How much do we spend on computer protection, car
or house security each month? How do we protect them? We buy antivirus softwares,
locks, cameras, insurance for hundreds of Euros. We deal with safety of our properties
on a daily basis. When do we start protecting ourselves and our beloved ones at least
as much as we protect our properties?

BeeSafe automatically calls for help in case of danger and notifies contacts and the
metropolitan police. Notification contains information about user and location.
Information included in notification is sent to contacts and metropolitan police, with full
respect to their privacy, only in the case of danger. Notification is sent via SMS, email
and also through the app itself.

Using BeeSafe is really simple. You can download the app for free and register. After
the registration, user can add their own contacts and there is a predefined contact to the
metropolitan police being notified in case of danger. When user is leaving the house,
still out of harm’s way, they set the timer and start it. During the journey, the timer will
count down and before running out there is a vibration and a sound alert requesting
user's attention. The user confirms the safe status by resetting the timer. This process is
repeated
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until the user successfully arrives and stops the timer. If they fail to respond, BeeSafe
calls for help automatically.
Compared with other safety systems, BeeSafe provides unique advantages.
First: the system is based on automatic call for help. This means the user doesn’t have
topush any SOS button to call for help.
Second: there is a connection to the metropolitan police and/or security service as well
as to friends and relatives. In terms of credibility and trust, the metropolitan police with
their professional service and equipment bring possibly provided help to completely
different level.
Third: user privacy protection. We do not provide any user information to third parties
unless something happens. In case of danger, we only provide the subjects selected by
the user with information necessary to help them.
Fourth: we provide the metropolitan police and cities with safety analysis from our
system on a periodical basis. We can evaluate danger zones by day, time and also
other categories, helping cities to optimize metropolitan police processes and general
security in their district.
BeeSafe provides a safety interface for the metropolitan police. This safety interface
consists of three main parts: list of users (name, phone number and status), a map with
locations of users and additional information, that could help to save the user. System
prevents anonymous calls for help; each user has registered phone number enabling
the metropolitan police to call back and later identification if needed.
BeeSafe provides statistic and analysis of citizens’ behavior, movement, safety feelings
and criminality, including time, geographical, factual and other aspects and attributes for
city governments, the metropolitan police and other subjects related to city safety and
security.
In the long term, all BeeSafe safety analytical data prevent violence and other crime,
they help to increase citizens’ protection and are well integrated with smart city security
solutions, where BeeSafe extend them from the smart city premises towards people
living and transitioning it.
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Besides partnerships with cities, we have a strong partnership with IOM (International
Organisation for Migration) and our joint goal is to focus on human trafficking problem
and prevent sexual crimes related to it.
Last but not least, partners are corporates. We have provided several large corporations
with projects for safety of their employees and workers, e.g. postmen, high voltage
engineers or plumbers.
We consider our partners as ambassadors joining us in fight against criminality and
violence. We are creating a network of ambassadors as it is our genuine interest to
change the trend of this growing safety problem. Please, join us.
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